The city’s secret
An elegant sanctuary in the heart
of Brussels, The Dominican offers
indulgent hospitality in an environment
that pays homage to the past while
embracing the future. Centrally located
among the distinguished guild houses
of the magnificent Grand Place, The
Dominican is a unique destination for
elegance from which to discover the
delights of Europe’s capital city.

Urban sanctuary
Soaring ceilings and historical styles
are infused with contemporary touches
in the open plan style lobby, bar and
restaurant. Elegantly modern, details
of the Grand Lounge, Lounge Bar and
Monastery Corridor echo the Dominican
Abbey that occupied the site during
the 15th Century. Stroll at leisure
through interconnected spaces, where
experienced staff will be happy to serve
refreshments wherever you pause.

Inspired dining
Take a seat in the welcoming Grand
Lounge and peruse The Dominican’s
Food Book, an innovative menu concept
available throughout the day and
evening, wherever you are. Choose from
a classic range of cuisines and sample the
changing menu where dishes reflecting
seasonal produce blend authentic local
cuisine with an international flavour.
Take your pick of vintages from a
carefully curated wine list, sourced from
cellars around the world.

Pause for refreshment
The Lounge Bar is the perfect place
to relax with a drink and has become
a favourite meeting destination for
Brussels residents and hotel guests alike.
An extensive and original drinks list is
prepared by experienced mixologists,
who take time to craft cocktails using
freshly pressed juices and specialist
spirits. Softer options include fine coffee
blends and a range of herbal infusions.
Service and environment combine at the
highest level of luxury.

Business & pleasure combined
The Dominican’s versatile banqueting
room and state-of-the-art conference
suites play host to a variety of
gatherings. Whether for business or
pleasure, and whatever the function
size, the gourmet catering team create
bespoke menus for all occasions. Parties
and meetings can spill outside onto the
private courtyard terrace located at
the heart of the hotel. Shaded by a fig
tree, guests can refresh on overstuffed
cushions and cosy banquettes.

150 rooms & suites
Muted tones fuse with rich fabrics to
create an enclave that instantly invites.
Bespoke carpets feature an ecclesiastical
pattern inspired by the Dominican
Abbey Order that once resided at this
location. Each room welcomes with
generous beds decorated with feather
pillow and duvets, soothing Gregorian
chants, and vast bathrooms offering the
choice of rain showers or deep baths.
Bright loft rooms provide a bird’s eye
view of the city.

A historic identity
The rich history of the location was a
source of inspiration in the exclusive
design of The Dominican. Home to
famous French painter Jacques-Louis
David in the 19th Century, his spirit
is preserved in the original facade of
his abode, which is today seamlessly
integrated into the new building that
houses the hotel. One of the five suites
is named after him, and his paintings
are referenced in contemporary design
details throughout the hotel.

Wellness
Wind down with a work out at The
Dominican’s fitness centre, which,
alongside running and cross-training
machines, includes a dedicated boxing
room, equipped with the latest in leather
punch bags, balls and swivels. Or
indulge in a heat treatment: the sauna
and steam room provide perfect options,
before reclining on the ivory leather
banquette of the relaxation corner.
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